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4 Sections of Law
(As per FIR)

RC-01/20'f 5/N|A/HYD Dt 20.05.20't5
Under section 12'lA. 1208. '121. 153.
307, 302 of lPC,
Section 3,4 & 5 of Explosive
Substances Act 1908 AND
Section 3, 10, 15, 16, 18 & 20 of
Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act,
r967.

5 Type of Final Report Charge sheet.

6 lf Final Report un-occurred/
False Mistake of facu Mistake
of law Non Cognizable/ Civil
Nature

Not Applicable

7 lf charge sheeted: Original/
Supplementarv

Original

8 Name of Investigating Officers

-

SP. NlA. Hvderabad.
9 Names of the Complainants/

lnformants

-r
10 Details of properties/Articles

/Documents Recovered/
seized during investigation
and relied upon.

As per Annexure B & C.
List enclosed.

11. PARTICULARS OF ACCUSED PERSONS CITED IN THIS CHARGE
SHEET:

A-1. Alam Zeb Afridi@ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed s/o Maskur Ahamed.

1. Name Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @
Javed.

Whether verified Yes.

1 Aqe/DOB 05.09. 1986 / 29 vears
4. Father's name Maskur Ahmed.

Sex Male
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6. Nationality Indian

7. PassDort details Not available.

8. Occupation AC Mechanic.

Address (present)

10. Address(Permanent)

-

11 Whether verified Yes, as per his School records.

12. Provisional Criminal
No

Not applicable

12. Regular Criminal No.(lf
known)

Yes

14. Date of arrest Arrested on 29.01.2016

{q Date of release on bail Not applicable.

16. Under Act and
Sections
(of charge sheet)

1) Section 16, 18 & 38 of The U A (P) Act,

1967,

2) Section 302,307, & 471 ofthe lPC,

3) Section 3 & 4 of The Explosives

Substances Act 1908.

17. Name(s) of bailer/
sureties and Address

Not applicable

18. Previous Cases 1. No. 35/2016 of Parappana Agrahara PS,
Bengaluru.

2. Case No. 338/2008 and 339/2008 of Odhav
Police Station. Ahmedabad.

4.

Case No. 276114 dated 05.08.2014 and No.
473120'15 dated 29.11.2015 of Ulsoor PS
Bangalore,
RC-04/201 0/NrA-DLr (SC.021201 6 NrA)
Around 35 cases registered in connection
with Ahmedabad and Surat City serial blasts.

.to Previous convictions
with case Reference

Not Known

zv. Status of accused Presently in judicial custody at Central Prison,
Parappana Aqrahara, Benqaluru.
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12.
INVESTIGATION PENDING U/S ,I73(8) CRPC:

12.1 There is an accused person in the crime, who has the online
Facebook identity of 'Abdullah Khan" or "Abdul khan" and he is referred to in this
report hereinafter as (A-2) Abdul Khan. He is yet to be physically identified.

'12.2 There is an accused person in the crime, who has the online
Facebook identity of 'Ayan Khan Salafi" and he is referred to in this reoort
hereinafter as (A-3) Ayan Khan Sa/ali. He is yet to be physically identified.

13. (i) Particulars of Witnesses :

examined
(ii) List of Articles :

14. lf FIR is false, action taken :

15. Result of Laboratory Analysis :

Separate list attached as Annexure-A

Separate list attached as Annexure-B
(List of documents) &
Annexure-G
(List of Material objects)

Not Applicable

As per the list enclosed in Annexure-B

16.

16.'l

BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE

An IED blast had taken place outside Coconut Grove

and Bar, Church Street, Bangalore on 28.'12.2014 at about g:30

resulted in the death of a woman and grievous injuries to many others.

Restaurant

PM, which

16.2 A criminal case was registered in Cubbon park police Station,
Bangalore City on 28-12-2014, as Crime No. O3Ogt2O14 under sections 1214,
1208, 121,153, 307, 302 lpc and Section 3,4, 5 of Explosive Substances Act.
1908 and Section 3, 10,16 & 1B of the Unlavyful Activities (prevention) Act, .1967,

on the basis of an FlR, registered UV I, relative of the deceased woman
Smt. Bhavani. The brief of the FIR is as follows:

On 2&12-2014 at about 8.30 pM, tate Bhavani aged about 3T yrs and her
brother-in-law Kafthik along with other six family members went out for dinner at
Empire Hotel on church Street and had parked their car nearby. while they were



walking on the foot path on the left side, and as they were passing the gate of

Hotel Coconut Grove, they heard a loud sound of explosion and saw black smoke

near the compound wall of the Hotel. Smt Bhavani who was going ahead fell

down with bleeding injuries to her head. Kafthik too suffered serious injuries to his

left shoulder and back owing to the explosion. Both were shifted to Malya

Hospital for treatment. Later Smt Bhavani was declared dead by the doctors.

Some unknown culpits had placed bomb in public place with the intention

of striking tenor and causing destruction to propefty as well as deaths and injuries

to the common public, thereby to disrupt the unity, integrity, securw and

sovereignty of this country. The said act has caused the death of Smt Bhavani

and also caused senous injuries to Kafthik.

16.3 As per the orders of MHA, Government of India issued vide No. F.

No. 1101116712014-lS-lV dated 18h May 2015, this case was taken over by

National Investigation Agency and re-registered as NIA case no. RC-

01/201 5/NIA/HYD on 20.05.201 5.

16.4 Investigation has revealed and established that (Al ) Alam Zeb Afridi

@ Mohammed Rafiq, (A2) one person with online identity Abdulla h Khan @

Abdul Khan and (A3) one person with online identity Ayan Kt an Sarafi, entered

into a criminal conspiracy to commit terrorist acts in lndia.

16.5 The prosecution contends that in furtherance of the consptracy (A2)

Abdul Khan and (A3) Ayan Khan Salafi had conspired with the accused Alam

Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed (A-1) by assisting him in preparation of

the lED, through sharing of the online link, as well as providing him information

about the visit of lsraeli Delegation in the Coconut Grove Restaurant, on 28th Dec,

2014.
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17.

17.1 The Bangalore police had identified 25 suspects during its analysis

of the CCTV footages of the day of the blast, collected during course of
investigation. These were further scrutinized by a team of NlA. The NIA
investigation, after scrutiny of the CCTV footage, zeroed down on the movements

of one suspect in the various CCTV footages, and the study of these footages led

to a strong suspicion that the person in the footage was responsible for placing

the IED at Church Street, Bangalore on 28tr Dec 2014. On OS.O1.2O16 the video
footages of the suspect was released by the NIA for public through .you tube'
and "Twitte/ handle of NlA, seeking information from the public for identification

of the suspect person in the footage.

17.2 On 23.01.20'16, a person namely Rafiq @ Alam Zeb Afridi, was
arrested by the Parappana Agrahara police Station, for stabbing a policeman

earlier in the same evening. During examination after his arrest, he admitted his
involvement in the commission of serial blasts in Ahmedabad in 200g, attending of
a slMl training camp at waghemon in Kerala as well as commission of two cases
of arson at lsraeli vlsA centre in Bangalore, which had been registered as

criminal cases in ulsoor Gate police station. on 2s.01.2016, on close scrutiny of
the ccrV footage related to the case of arson at lsraeli VlsA centre Bangalore, it

was revealed that the person arrested bore a striking resemblance to the suspect
person in video footage released by the NlA.

'17.3 During interrogation, Mohammed Rafiq@ Alam Zeb Afridi accepted

his involvement in the instant crime and accordingly he was arrested in the instant
case on 29-01.2016 and was taken in police custody and when showed the video
footage of church street, he admitted to having placed the IED outside coconut
Grove Restaurant and Bar, Church Street, Bangalore on 29.12.2014.
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17.4 It was revealed that Mohammed Rafiq's real name is Alam Zeb

Afridi and he is a resident of Juhapura, Gujarat. ln 2Q02, he and his family

members were affected by the communal riots in Gujarat. This led him to join

Jamat-e-lslami and he got attracted to the idea of violent Jihad. He joined the

banned organization SlMl which was active in those days in Gujarat. He had also

aftended training camps organised by SlMl in 2007 and 2008. He admifted to his

involvement in the commission of serial blasts in Ahmedabad in 2008 and to his

role in planting bicycles with bombs at two places at Ahmedabad. After the

incident, he fled from Gujarat and stayed and worked in many places before finally

coming to Bangalore and settling down as an Air Conditioner Mechanic in the

month of November/December 2010. He also fraudulently and dishonestly

procured the false identity of Mohammad Rafiq during his stay in Bangalore.

'|7.5 In Bangalore, he continued to watch videos on YouTube and

Facebook and was pained by the treatment meted out by lsrael to the Palestine.

His feelings grew stronger during 2014, when the hostilities between lsrael and

Palestine became more violent. He wanted to express his disapproval for lsrael

and therefore he used to join all the protests against lsrael in Bangalore and

displayed banners and posters against lsrael. Posters and Banners condemning

lsrael, were seized from his house during a search conducted by the Parappana

Agrahara Police. He along with his brother-in- law, !, had also visited Munnar

and Ernakulum in November-December 2014. He had purposefully visited the

Synagogue at Ernakulum for the purpose of committing reccee for a possible

terrorist attack in future. The same is corroborated by the locations from the Call

Detail Records of I ot nit

of the accused as well as the ATM

transactions details. For the same reasons of his hatred for State of lsrael, he had

set fire at the lsraeli VISA centre in Bangalore on two occasions - once on

05.08.14 and second time on 29.11.2015. Both the cases are under investigation

with Bangalore police. He had conducted a reccee of the
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Bangalore and wanted to set fire there also, but could not find an opportunity and

therefore changed the plan to set fire at lsraeli Visa Centre.

17.6 Sometimes in July 2014, while surfing internet, he got in touch with

one person with Facebook lD Abdul Khan and started chafting. He informed

Abdul Khan about his sentiments against lsrael and also told him that he wanted

to and fight for lSlS. Abdul Khan kept chatting with Mohammed Rafiq and told

him that he would tell him at opportune time, to do something against lsrael.

17.7 f n furtherance of the said conspiracy, Ahdut Khan (A-2) informed

him online about the probable movement of lsraeli citizens near coconut Grove
Bar and restaurant in Bangalore on 28ti Decembet,2o'r4 and instructed that Alam
Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) could target them by keeping a bomb at the
pface where they were to dine. Abdut Khan (A-2) gave instructions to Alam Zeb
Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq(A-'l) on Facebook and on how to
make a bomb. In order that there remains no confusion, Abdut Khan (A2) also
shared a link ontine on the website I which gave a f

of how to make a bomb. The link was password protected and
posted on I on 16tn Dec, 2014, just 12 days before the blast, and it was
shared by Abdul Khan with Atam Zeb Afridi (A-1). Atam Zeb Afridi @
Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) while in police custody, with the password in his exclusive
knowledge, opened the link in front of independent witnesses. The online link had
a detailed on how to make a bomb, on how to make a
detonator from on how to set a timer etc. The content
was found removed from the f link, when opened later while Alam Zeb
Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) continued to remain in custody, suggesting that
the link was removed by the person who had uploaded it in the first place and
shared the password. The terms of service of I crearry recognize the
ownership of the person who posts the content. Hence, the removal of content
after Alam Zeb Afridi (A-1) has been arrested, clearly shows that Abdul khan (A-

2) who had shared the link had thereafter removed the content.
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17.8 Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) started collecting

materials as instructed by Abdul Khan (A-2) for making the bomb. As revealed by

-

Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-1)

Chorge sheet in RC-?1/2015/NINHYD by NlA, Hyderobod.



17.10 Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) also reveated that he had

conducted a reccee on 23d December,2014 around the Church street. where he

was wearing a cap and covered his face by a handkerchief to avoid detection in

the CCTV cameras in the vicinity. He carried his mobile phone having number

I to the Church Street on 23d December 2014 while conducting the

reccee. The Call Detail Records duly obtained from the service provider of the

mobile number I corroborates his statement. The recce was also

corroborated on examination of the CCTV footage for 23d December 2014 where

the accused person is seen moving on the street in the same get up.

17.'t1 As revealed by him, on 28th Dec 2014, Alam Zeb Afridi @
Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) went to market and bought the Andhra Jyothi newspaper

and came back home to assemble the lED. He bought the Telugu Newspaper to

mislead the police. He then connected the circuit along with the alarm clock,

wrapped the bomb with nails in a towel, then in the Andhra Jyothi newspaper,

finally in polythene and then carried it in a shoulder bag on his two wheeler motor

cycle TVS Victor GX-blue colour bearing Registration No. toa
place near Dalal Bharat Petrol Bunk, Mission Road, Shanthinagar. He did not

carry his mobile phone with number I on that day to avoid detection

through call detail analysis. He parked his bike there at about 05.30 pM and

walked towards the Church Street. He changed his appearance while walking

towards the church street, by putting on a jerkin and by tying a handkerchief

across his face. This exactly tallies with the lone suspect identified by the NIA in

the video footage of CCTVs. Then he walked towards the place where he was to
keep the bomb, but found a lot of police personnel nearby. He crossed the

Coconut Grove four times before he could keep the bomb on the fifth time at

about 7:'15 PM. During investigation, the accused has pointed out the places

where he parked the bike and where he kept the bomb, in the presence of two

independent witnesses.

17.12 Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-'l) rode back home on his

bike and reached home at about 9:00 PM and the next moming he started for

on his bike. He had already made

Chorg,e sheet in RC-01/2015/N\A/-HYD by NtA, Hydercbod. _. ?dge - lO :



arrangements to sell the bike to f for Rs. 15,000/- to avoid detection. He

handed over the bike to I and stayed the night at his place. He spent the

next night in his friend I accommodation to avoid police if any. On

OOlOlt2O'15, he left for Mumbai and switched off the phone number I
His movement to Mumbai on 6/01/2015 has been established from the manifesto

details provided by the wherein he had booked the ticket

in the name of I and had given his mobile number.

't7.13 Mohammed Rafiq @ Alam Zeb Aftidi (A-1) was arrested on

29.01.2016 by the NlA, while he was already anested by Parappana Agrahara

Police in Crime No.35/2016 dated 23.01.2016. The accused had eaten stones to

avoid arrest after he had stabbed a ooliceman. When asked he said he wanted to

die and that was the reason he had ingested stones. The accused had to be

admitted in Victoria Hospital, Bangalore. The accused in police custody also

expressed his desire to confess and also stated that he wanted to die. Strict

observation was kept over his activities to avoid any kind of self-destructing

behaviour by him. During police custody the accused had wanted to confess

about his act before the Magistrate and a petition was accordingly filed for

recording of his statement under sec 164 Cr.P.C. However, the accused, when

produced before the magistrate, declined to confess.

17.14 During the period of his detention in the Jail, the accused had

suicidal tendencies. He was found in possession of 20 sleeping pills by jail

authorities, which he had concealed for committing suicide. He had stopped

taking medication and food also in jail. The accused was admifted to NIMHANS,

Bangalore for treatment where he reported frequent ideas of guilt and suicidal

ideations. The NIMHANS had treated the accused and discharged him after 72

hours.
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17.15 A letter handwritten in Gujarati script and signed by the accused in

English was recovered from the possession of the accused while he was in jail,

which was forwarded to the NIA by the Jail authorities, since the lefter contained
the word 'BOMB' which seemed suspicious to them. A petition under section 311

A Cr.P.C, was filed in the Special NIA Court, which had ordered the accused to
give handwriting samples. The accused however, declined to comply with the

orders issued u/s 311A Cr.P.C, The letter has been translated by an authorised

language translator, and it is a written confession by Alam Zeb Afridi (A-1) of the

crime.

17.,,t6 The accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq (A-1) voluntarily

demonstrated the method of preparation of the lED, by preparing a dummy IED of
exactly the same type as used by him in the instant case, on being provided the
essential ingredients and this exercise was video graphed in presence of
independent witnesses.

17.17 The accused along with Abdu! Khan and Ayan Khan Satati
conspired to cause bomb explosion in India and they agreed to target the lsraeli
people. They also exchanged information about lsraeli delegation as well as the

link on how to make a bomb. In pursuance of the conspiracy, the accused
persons shared the method of bomb making on the online portal - "f"
and the online link was password protected. The contents of the online link were

retrieved under sec. 27 of Indian Evidence Act, on being revealed by the arrested

accused. The said link when attempted to be opened again, a few days later
showed that "content has been removed", implying that the content was removed

by the person who had pasted it in first instance. The terms of service of

I dearly recognize the ownership of the person who posts the content.

Hence the removal of content after Alam Zeb Afridi has been arrested shows that
Abdul khan who had shared the link, had thereafter removed the content. This

also proves the existence of a person by online identity Abdul Khan as a

separate entity from accused Alam Zeb Afridi.
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't7.18 In furtherance of said conspiracy, the accused Alam Zeb Afridi (Al)

had prepared and placed the IED at the Church street with full knowledge that the

IED explosion shall cause deaths of any persons in the vicinity. The accused had

put nails in the IED as shrapnels, which are meant to maximize the injuries

caused in the blast. The connection between death and exploding the IED is

direct and distinct here; hence the intention of the accused to cause death is

established. lt is a fact that a woman got killed and three other persons got injured

in the explosion caused by the lED, which was prepared and placed by the

accused at Church Street, with an intention to cause deaths and strike terror in

the minds of the people of India.

17.19 Alam Zeb Afridi had procured and used forged identity documents

such as Aadhar Card, Driver's License, PAN card made in the false name of

He also used these identity cards for opening a bank

account, obtaining SIM cards and taking his house on rent.

17.20 The accused as a member of SlMl, had been involved in other

activities of SlMl too. The accused had attended Waghemon training camps

conducted by SlMl in Kerala and he has been charge sheeted in the related NIA

case no. RC-04/201o/NlA-DLl. The accused had also placed lEDs at two places

in Ahmedabad Blasts 2008, as per the charge sheets of Udhov Police Station,

Gujarat Police in the Ahmedabad Serial Blast case.

'17.2'l A request under Mutual Legal Agreement Treaty (MLAT) has been

sent to USA for obtaining evidence pertaining to the identities, lP addresses and

other incriminating content of all the accused persons related to their FACEBOOK

lDs. The reply is awaited
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17.22 Letters Rogatory to Poland is being sent to collect the lP addresses

from which objectionable document was uploaded and deleted later on, as the

server of the website f is located in poland.

Exoerts Examination / Analvsis and Opinion:-

't7.23 Assistant Director, Chemistry Division, State FSL through lefter

FSI(Ba)/6101/2014 dated 28.02.2015, after analysis of material objects collected

from the scene of crime, opined that

a. Some articles have responded positive for the presence of ions of

potassium, nitrite, ammonium, chloride, sulphate, aluminium and traces of

nitrate and sulphur in Art 1 to 3 and 11 to 15.

b. The decomposition products so detected in the above stated articles

might have originated from an explosive mixture consisting of ammonium

nitrate and improvised gun powder.

c. An elbow shaped, iron pipe with 2.5 inch inner diameter and 5 mm

thickness has been used as container.

d. On the basis of the size of the reconstructed container from the remnants

as found in Art.11, about 200-250 gram of explosive mixture might have

been used for the explosion.

e. About one inch long, rusted iron nails as found in Art.12 were being used

as missiles.

f. The leg wire pieces of Art. 4, battery and plastic pieces of Art.S(Cloth

pocket contains fragmented and partly burnt battery pieces, broken

battery cover along with broken clock parts, packed inside a zip lock

plastic cover) indicate the use of detonator along with a timer (analog

clock) for the explosion.

'17,24 Assistant Director, Chemistry Division, State FSL vide letter

FSI(B{na12014 dated 28.02.2015 after analysis of materiat objects/foreign
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bodies collected from the Mallya Hospital, Hosmat Hospital and Victoria Hospital,

opined that

a. Some articles have responded positive for the presence of ions of

potassium, nitrite, ammonium, chloride, sulphate, aluminium and traces of

nitrate and sulphur in An 17,24 and 26.

b. Metal pieces found in N1.22,27 and 35 are the disintegrated parts of cap

portion of the pipe which was used as an explosive container sent in Art.11

of CS No.114412014.

17.25 Assistant Director, Cyber Section, FSL, Bangalore vide her report

No. FSI(Be/1 1 3212016 dated 04.05.16 has opined that the video files available in

the seized CD/DVD/DVR from the vicinity of the SOC are not tampered and video

files and its contents, frames of available in CD-R marked as D40 are matching

with the videos present in articles marked as D2, D7, D37 , D38.

't7.26 Assistant Director, Cyber Section, FSL, Bangalore vide her report

No. FSL(Be/1453/2016 dated 24.05.'16 has provided the analysis report of 06

SlMs collected from the house of accused and 02 Samsung mobiles.

17.27 The Assistant Director, Chemical Division, FSL, Bangalore vide her

fetter dated 28.04J6 confirmed that explosive charge used was match heads

along with sugar and clarified regarding the qualitative and quantitative profile of

exDlosive used in lED.

't7.28 Post Mortem examination report dated 29112114 declaring the cause

of death as "death is due to shock and haemorrhage as a result of head injury

sustained in a bomb blast".
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17.29 Wound/injury certificates issued in respect injured

17.30 Letter received from the Jail authorities, Bangalore wherein a two

pages written by the accused Alam Zeb Afridi taken under a production cum

seizure mahazar.

17.3,,l Reports related to the DVDs and CDs containing the movement of
accused on 23.12.14 and 28.12.14.

Diqital Analvsis and Mobile Phone related evidence:-

17,32 The CDR analysis of the mobile numbers of (Al) Alam Zeb Afridi

establishes his location at Munnar for identifying the places which are visited by

Jewish people frequently, on Church Street on 23.12.14 for recce purpose, visit to

Thirumalalpur, Nelmanagala to handover the vehicle to his friend I on

29.12.14 after blast and one day halt, halt at BTM Layout in his friend's house on

the day of blast, visit to Mumbai and then Gujarat.

,I8. CHARGE:

18.1 The accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @Javed (A-1)

had prepared and placed the IED at the Church street in Bangalore with the full

knowledge and intention that the explosion of the IED will cause death of lsraeli

delegates and of General Public in the vicinity since death is an inevitable

consequence of a blast. The cause and effect between exploding the IED and

death of the civilians in the vicinity, is direct and distinct here; hence the intention

of the accused to cause death is established. lt is a fact that a woman got killed

and three other persons got injured in the explosion caused by the IED which was

prepared and placed by the accused at Church Street, with an intention to cause

deaths and strike terror in the minds of the people of India. This act of placing an
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IED and causing an explosion resulting in the death of a person as well as injuries

to lsraeli delegates and general public and therefore it is established that

Accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed (A-l) has committed

an offence punishable under section 302 & 307 of lPG,

18.2 Accused Alam Zeb Afridi@Mohammed Rafiq @Javed (A-1) has got

fake documents such as Aadhar Card, Drive/s License, PAN card made in the

name of Mohammed Rafiq to conceal his real identity as Alam Zeb Afridi, he also

used these identity cards for opening bank account, obtaining SIM and taking his

house on rent. Accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed (A-1)

thereby constituting an offence punishable under section 47'l lPC.

18.3 The accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @Javed (A-1)

purchased the raw materials and prepared the lmprovised Explosive Device and

then placed it at Church Street, where it exploded and caused death of a woman

and injuries to three persons. Accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @
Javed (A-l) thereby has committed an offence punishable under sections 3

and 4 Explosives Substances Act.

18.4 The accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @Javed (A-1)

had prepared the IED and placed it at one of the busiest shopping places in

Bangalore during the winter vacation when more people are likely to visit and

intending to strike terror in the minds of the people of India, the Jewish community

in particular. The IED had caused death of a woman and injuries to three persons.

The accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed (A-'1) along with

Abdul Khan and Ayan Khan Salafi, was involved in a conspiracy to commit a

terrorist act. Abdul Khan and Ayan Khan Sala/? had aided and abetted the

accused Alam Zeb Afridi by assisting him in preparation of the IED through

sharing of the link as well as providing him information about the presence of

f sraeli Defegation in Coconut Grove on 28th Dec,2014. The accused Alam Zeb

Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @Javed (A-1) as a member of SlMl had been involved

in other activities of SlMl too. Accused Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @
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Javed (A-1) thereby has committed an offence punishabte under sections
16, 18 & 38 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, ,1967.

18.5 The sanction of prosecution for prosecuting the accused (Ai) Alam

Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed in exercise of powers conferred under

Section 45(1) of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 (as amended in

2008) has been accorded by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India

vide order No. '11011167120141S-lV, Government of India, Ministry of Home

Affairs, Internal Securityl, Division, North Block, New Delhi dated 19.07,20i6

against (A1) Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed. The original

sanction order is produced herewith.

18.6 The previous sanction of the District Magistrate under section 7 of

Explosive Substances Act, 1908, to prosecute the (Al) Alam Zeb Afridi @

Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed under section 3 and 4 of Explosives Substances Act

1908, has been accorded by the Commissioner of police And District

Magistrate, Bangalore City, vide order No No.78/Crime(2)/COp/2016 dated

,,1910712016 against (Al) Alam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @ Javed. The

original sanction order is enclosed here with.

18.7 The investigation with respect to the unidentified accused (A2)

Abdul Khan and (A3) Ayan Khan Sarafi is being continued under section 173

(8) crPC.
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19. lt is, therefore, prayed that this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to take

cognizance of the offences against (A1) Atam Zeb Afridi @ Mohammed Rafiq @
Javed punishable under section 302, 307& 471 oI lpC, sections 16, {g & 38

of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967, and sections 3 & 4 of
Explosives Substances Act 1908 and any other offences that this Hon,ble Court

deems fit and thus render iustice.

20. Despatched on :

21. No. ofenclosures :

Annexure A
Annexure B
Annexure C
Annexure D
Annexure F

Forwarded by

25.07.2016

Five, as listed below

List of Witnesses
List of Documents
List of Material objects
Sanction order from MHA.
Sanction order from District Magistrate and Commissioner of
Police, Bengaluru.

Final Report submitted by

National Investigation Agency,
Hyderabad.

NIA HQrs, New Delhi.
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